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PRESS RELEASE 

 
Poul Stilling, leading financial transaction solutions 
expert, joins Algorithmica 

 
 
We are delighted to announce that Poul Stilling, leading expert within financial market data 
and transaction solutions for the financial services industry, joins Algorithmica as Country 
Manager for Algorithmica Denmark and Sales Director. With the addition of Poul Stilling, 
Algorithmica strengthens its ability to deliver value to its clients both in the Nordic region 
and globally. 
 
Poul Stilling has a solid background and expertise from the vendor side of financial market data 
and trading technology, with previous positions as product- and sales specialist at Infront and 
Reuters. He has spent a major part of his career in the Danish financial market arena and will 
continue to focus on helping customers to optimize internal business processes in his new role 
as part of the Algorithmica team. He will be based in Copenhagen but will work globally in his 
role as Sales Director. 
 
“I am proud to join Algorithmica Research. I bring nearly four decades of Danish financial 
market data and advanced transaction solutions experience to the business. Any company 
involved in financial trading is always on the lookout for efficient and cost-effective solutions to 
optimize its quantitative analysis and risk management routines, and to simplify and automate 
the demands for regulatory reporting. And this is exactly how Algorithmica Research helps its 
customers – with its best-of-breed products.", says Poul Stilling. 
 
“I’m glad to have Poul join our team and I look forward to working together to expand our 
presence in the Danish market. With his previous experience and deep knowledge of the 
financial industry, he’ll be a great addition to the Algorithmica team.”, says Niclas Holm, CEO 
and founder of Algorithmica. 
 
About Algorithmica 
Algorithmica is a leading provider of efficient tools for real-time quantitative analysis, enabling 
our clients to improve price, trade, and risk management of financial transactions. Solutions 
built for speed and performance are powered by Quantlab®, the award-winning software 
development platform for quantitative financial analysis. In addition, Algorithmica provides 
products for enterprise-wide risk management and market data management including time-
series data, static data, and calculated data. 
 
Part of the FCG group and with head office in Stockholm, Sweden, customers include well-
known financial institutions mainly in Northern Europe and London. To learn more, visit 
https://www.algorithmica.com. Follow Algorithmica on Linkedin at 
https://www.linkedin.com/company/algorithmica-research  
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Niclas Holm, CEO                     

+46 70 695 34 12                           
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Maria Sandström Anderson, Chief Marketing Officer                                                      

+46 73 385 06 43 

maria.sandstrom@fcg.se 
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